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Whaling plan draws anger from green
groups
By Richard Black
Environment correspondent, BBC News

The proposal would secure a future for Japanese coastal whaling
The International Whaling Commission (IWC) has published draft proposals
for regulating whaling for the next decade.
Japan's Antarctic whale hunt would fall in stages to less than a quarter of its current
size. But hunting would continue on the endangered fin whale.
The draft is the latest stage in a two-year process aiming to find compromise between
pro- and anti-whaling camps.
It will be debated at the IWC's annual meeting in June. Some conservation groups
have already condemned it.
Commercial whaling was banned globally in 1982, but Iceland, Japan and Norway
continue to hunt under various exemptions, collectively targeting more than 2,000
whales each year.
The fact that this proposal is even
being discussed shows just how far out
of touch the IWC is with modern values
Claire Bass, World Society for the
Protection of Animals
"If an agreement is reached, this represents a great step forward in terms of the
conservation of whales and the management of whaling," said IWC chairman Cristian
Maquieira.
"For the first time since the adoption of the commercial whaling moratorium, we will
have strict, enforceable limits on all whaling operations.
"As a result, several thousand less whales will be killed over the period of the
agreement."
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Seeking sanctuary
Key countries, including the US and Japan, have limited comments to saying they will
consider the draft proposal carefully.
But some conservation and animal welfare groups have already indicated opposition.
"The fact that this proposal is even being discussed shows just how far out of touch
the IWC is with modern values," said Claire Bass, manager of the Marine Mammal
Programme at the World Society for the Protection of Animals (WSPA).
THE LEGALITIES OF WHALING
Objection - A country formally objects to
the IWC moratorium, declaring itself
exempt. Example: Norway
Scientific - A nation issues unilateral
'scientific permits'; any IWC member can
do this. Example: Japan
Aboriginal - IWC grants permits to
indigenous groups for subsistence food.
Example: Alaskan Inupiat
"It is entirely missing the point that blasting conscious animals with exploding
harpoons is grossly inhumane."
However, others argue that the aim of completely banning whaling is unrealistic, and
that a major down-scaling, combined with bringing it under international oversight, is
a worthwhile compromise.
But the inclusion of fin whales and the continuation of hunting in the Southern Ocean
- which has been declared a whale sanctuary - are points of concern.
"There are some positive elements here, but there are some unacceptable provisions
too," said Sue Lieberman, director of international policy with the Pew Environment
Group.
"This allows whaling by Japan to continue in the Southern Ocean - and the Southern
Ocean Sanctuary should be set in stone."
Quota cuts
Japan currently targets about 930 minke whales and 50 fins in each Antarctic season,
though in recent years it has actually caught a lot fewer owing to skirmishes with
ships of the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society and to a fire on the factory ship
Nisshin Maru.
The draft envisages the annual Antarctic minke catch falling to 400 immediately, then
to 200 in the 2015/16 season.
The fin whale quota would be set at 10 now, falling to five in 2013/4.
A demand that Japan has made regularly for several years - that it be allocated a
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A demand that Japan has made regularly for several years - that it be allocated a
commercial or quasi-commercial minke whale quota in the North Pacific waters
around its coasts - would be granted, with 120 of the animals targeted each year.
Iceland - which last year mounted a major escalation in its fin whale hunt, catching
125 - would be allocated an annual quota of 80 fins and 80 minkes, which is
considerably less than it has been demanding.
Norway's annual quota would be set at 600 minkes, and no other country would be
permitted to start hunting - a clause that has aroused the ire of South Korea.
It is clear that the big players are still some way apart on key issues, including
whether international trade should be permitted during the 10-year period.
Permitting it is a key demand of Iceland, which sees a potentially big export market in
Japan. But conservation groups and anti-whaling nations are equally adamant that it
must be stopped.
International trade in whalemeat is banned, but Iceland, Japan and Norway have
registered exemptions to the UN wildlife trade convention for some whale species.

The endangered fin whale would continue to be a target
If adopted at the June IWC meeting, the "peace package" would set terms for the next
10 years, with a review after five.
Initial quotas could be amended downwards if scientific assessments indicated the
necessity.
Governments would agree not to set quotas unilaterally, and to keep all hunting within
the control of the IWC, effectively suspending the current measures of "scientific"
whaling or hunting "under objection".
Whaling nations would have to agree to a monitoring regime involving observers on
boats and a DNA register designed to keep illegal whalemeat out of the market.
Whaling by indigenous groups would not be affected.
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Whaling peace plan to go forward this
year
By Richard Black
Environment correspondent, BBC News

Proponents of the deal say it would mean
fewer whales being killed
A proposal aimed at bridging the split between whaling nations and their opponents
will almost certainly come to governments for decision this year.
Sources say it could involve Japan accepting quotas below current levels; but Iceland is
opposing proposed catch limits and an international trade ban.
Some anti-whaling countries see such a "peace package" as the only way to constrain whale
hunting.
But others are likely to hold out for a complete end to the practice.
A small group of countries including the three active hunting nations - Iceland, Japan and
Norway - and opponents such as New Zealand, Australia and Germany has been holding
talks in Washington DC this week, exploring a possible compromise on quotas and other
issues.
Following these talks, BBC News understands that a package is very likely to be finalised
and lodged with the International Whaling Commission (IWC) by next Thursday - the
deadline, under IWC rules, if it is to be debated at the June IWC meeting.
Saving whales is absolutely what
we are about
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US commissioner to the IWC
As yet, the package contains no agreed quotas; the chairman, Chilean diplomat Cristian
Maquieira, is to insert suggested numbers over the next few days.
Sources close to the talks say Japan appears prepared to contemplate scaling back its annual
Antarctic hunt to a size that anti-whaling nations might find acceptable.
In return, it would expect to gain catch quotas in the North Pacific waters close to its shores,
which would benefit coastal communities where whaling is still practiced.
At the time of writing, Japanese representatives could not be reached for comment.
Although commercial whaling was banned in 1982, Japan hunts under regulations permitting
whaling for scientific research, while Iceland and Norway lodged formal objections to the
moratorium and so mount openly commercial operations.
Targets for criticism
However, if agreement between Japan and its opponents appears possible following two
years of preparatory talks, there appears little scope for compromise on Iceland's whaling.
"We have been showing good faith, but by presenting a moving target they are showing a
lack of will to negotiate," said Iceland's IWC commissioner Tomas Heidar.

Nordic nations hope to sell whalemeat into
the Japanese market
"You cannot negotiate with a moving target," he told BBC News from Washington.
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Last year, Icelandic boats caught 125 fin whales and 81 minkes - a significant increase on
previous years, though still substantially below quotas in the years before 1982.
At a previous preparatory meeting, the anti-whaling side had proposed quotas of 60 fins and
60 minkes per year, Mr Heidar said.
Knowing these were not acceptable to Iceland, the anti-whaling bloc then lowered their offer
still further, he related - subsequently adding the rider that under the new agreement, whales
would have to be caught for local consumption only.
As Iceland's ambitions include exporting fin whale meat to Japan, this was absolutely not
acceptable.
International trade in whalemeat is banned, but Iceland, Japan and Norway have registered
exemptions to the UN wildlife trade convention for some whale species.
The importance of international trade has been demonstrated in recent weeks by the
interception in a Dutch port of an Icelandic whalemeat consignment apparently destined for
Japan, the disclosure of a small export from Iceland to Latvia, the closure of a Los Angeles
restaurant that was selling whalemeat, and a DNA study claiming to show that at least some
of the meat sold there and in South Korea came from Japan's scientific whaling programme.
Green splits
The "peace package" would set terms for the next 10 years, with a review after five.
Initial quotas could be amended downwards if scientific assessments indicated the necessity.
Governments would agree not to set quotas unilaterally.
Whaling nations would have to agree to a monitoring regime involving observers on boats
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Environmental groups have been split on the "peace process".
Most are vehemently opposed in public, and have castigated anti-whaling governments for
getting involved.
But those governments argue that simply demanding an end to whaling is not working, and
compromise could be a better option.
"Saving whales is absolutely what we are about," said US IWC commissioner Monica
Medina.
"But now we have a problem of increasing whaling, a black market and no controls.
"The US government couldn't be more opposed to lethal scientific whaling and commercial
whaling."
But behind the scenes, some activists are prepared to endorse a compromise if it results in a
significant and sustained cut in the numbers of whales killed each year.
Those moving the "peace process" are keen to find consensus at this year's IWC meeting in
Morocco.
But it is not clear how the impasse between these countries and Iceland can be overcome.
Richard.Black-INTERNET@bbc.co.uk
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IN 1986, the International Whaling Commission (IWC) implemented a moratorium on
commercial whaling. Many people believed that this would save the whales and end forever the
industrial slaughter that had decimated entire species.
Not so. A proposal before the IWC could lead to the resumption of commercial whaling as
early as next year. If it passes - and there is a real chance that it will - one of the greatest
conservation successes of our time will be wiped out.
Even with the moratorium in place, hundreds of whales are still killed every year. This is
because the IWC allows members to make unilateral objections to its decisions. Norway
objects to the moratorium and hunts minke whales commercially. The IWC also allows nations
to grant themselves "special permits" for research. Japan exploits this provision for commercial
ends through so-called "scientific whaling" in the north Pacific and the Southern Ocean - even
though the IWC has designated the area as a sanctuary. Iceland left the IWC in 1992 but
rejoined 10 years later with a controversial "reservation" to the moratorium. It, too, continues to
hunt commercially. The three whaling nations now kill around 1600 whales a year.
This is a source of conflict at the IWC. One indicator of the scale of the conflict is the
remarkable expansion of the IWC from 41 members in 1986 to 88 today, as pro-whaling
nations recruit allies to their cause and anti-whaling nations follow suit to maintain parity.
Neither side is close to securing the three-quarters majority needed to make binding decisions,
but the whaling nations have enough votes to prevent their opponents from tackling their selfallocated quotas.
It was against this background that in 2007 the US, historically an anti-whaling nation, took the
chair of the IWC and initiated a peace process. Its proposal contained nothing substantially
different from previous attempts to find a compromise. What differed, however, was the
impetus that the US's leadership gave. Many believe that the US's motivation for pursuing a
deal was the humiliating defeat that it suffered in 2002, when Japan and its allies blocked its
proposal to renew the Alaskan Inupiat's "subsistence quota" of bowhead whales. The US got
its quota in 2007, but the suspension of hostilities was short-lived.
In 2009, the "peace" negotiations moved to a new level. Chile, the new IWC chair, led a group
of 12 countries, including Japan, Iceland and the US, in a series of meetings behind closed
doors to thrash out a compromise. Its draft proposal was published in March; a revised version
is expected to be voted on at the IWC annual meeting in Agadir, Morocco, in June.
At the core of the proposal is a 10-year suspension of the moratorium. This would legitimise
Japan, Norway and Iceland's whaling, allowing them to carry on hunting whales commercially
without recourse to special permits or objections. Negotiations are now under way to set quotas
for the species that will be commercially hunted: humpback, sperm, minke, sei, fin and Bryde's
whales.
Negotiations are now under way to set quotas for sperm, minke, sei, fin and Bryde's whales
The package has some fine "trimmings", including an aspiration that the IWC will focus more
on conservation and environmental matters - something that many would say it should do
anyway. Its backers also emphasise that it will reduce the number of whales being caught by
Japan, Iceland and Norway.

In truth, the suspension of the moratorium would be a huge step backwards. Opponents,
including our organisation, believe the deal would richly reward the whaling nations for their
intransigence over the years and risks too much. Without exception, conservation bodies
oppose the package, calling it a plan to "save whaling, not whales".
Even if a reduction in whaling is achieved in the short term, we believe this will be at the cost
of legitimising commercial whaling, leading to a proliferation of international trade in whale
products which, in turn, will stimulate more hunting.
Other problems include loopholes that would still allow whaling under objection or special
permit. There are fears that the lifting of the moratorium will embolden nations like South
Korea, which have expressed the desire to resume whaling, to exploit them. The proposal also
accepts whaling in the Southern Ocean sanctuary and lacks a sound scientific basis for
determining quotas.
At the time of writing, the fate of the deal is unclear, particularly as the European Union, which
holds enough votes to defeat it, is in disarray over its internal decision-making. Unless the 25
EU members of the IWC can reach consensus (which is virtually impossible) they will
probably have to abstain. EU nations might like to recall that whales are entirely unsuitable for
sustainable use, being long-living, slow-reproducing animals, which are incredibly expensive
to monitor adequately. Whaling is also irredeemably inhumane.
Overall, the package is a good deal for the whalers and a poor deal for the whales.
If the proposal is defeated, it won't necessarily mean a return to the status quo. It is likely that
Australia will proceed with plans to take Japan to the International Court of Justice over its
whaling in the Southern Ocean sanctuary. Other diplomatic and NGO-led efforts to persuade
Japan, Norway and Iceland to cease whaling will continue and we believe that change will
ultimately come from within. Public opinion in these countries is changing, demand for whale
meat is in decline, and the whaling industries are heavily subsidised. The moratorium is
beleaguered, but it is still the best hope for an end to whaling.
Mark Simmonds is the international director of science for the Whale and Dolphin
Conservation Society.
Sue Fisher is the director of policy for WDCS North America and leads the WDCS's antiwhaling programmes
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Anti-whaling activists aim to prevent the hunt
from going ahead
Japan's whaling fleet has revealed how much anti-whaling activists disrupted the
annual hunt off Antarctica.
The ships have returned to port with just over half as many whales - 507 - as they had set out
to catch.
Whalers said they were angry, and blamed what they described as "violent interference" from
the anti-whaling Sea Shepherd Conservation Society.
Clashes at sea between Sea Shepherd and the whaling ships paralysed the hunt for 31 days.
The last ship of the whaling fleet to return home sailed into Tokyo bay, with much of the
hunt's catch in her hold.
The whalers had set out late last year to kill nearly 1,000 whales in the waters off Antarctica,
but they caught 506 minke whales and one fin whale.
It is the smallest catch for years.
One of the Sea Shepherd activists, Peter Bethune, is awaiting trial in Japan after boarding a
harpoon ship and trying to perform a citizen's arrest on her captain.
Prosecutors have charged him with five crimes. If convicted he could go to prison.
Commercial whaling has been banned worldwide since 1986 but Japan justifies its annual
hunt as scientific research.
Meat not used for study ends up in restaurants and shops.

